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Occam’s razor vs. Naturalness!
What is known about Dark Matter?!

So far                 fits the data, so!
!
•  DM has gravitational interactions!

•  DM looks cold!

A minimal model of Dark Matter:!

•  DM is a massive particle with only gravitational 
interaction!



The effective model!
PIMP!

• Assume DM only interacts gravitationally with SM!

• In absence of any additional scales, the PIMP 
mass must be close to the Planck scale!

(scalar case — fermions ok too)

Minimal PIMP!



The effective model!

PIMP!

• DM only talks to SM through gravity!

• Couplings uniquely fixed by equivalence 
principle!

➡  Only one free parameter — the DM mass!
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Beyond WIMP!

Stronger X! X! MACHO!
Black Holes!

Weak X! WIMP! WIMPZILLA!

Super Weak Axion/!
Sterile!

Gravitino/!
FIMP! ?!

Super Light Light Heavy
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Production mechanism!

PIMP production requires very high temperatures!
!
➡  We consider three contributions !

1. Shortly after reheating by gravitational scattering 
of SM particles in the hot plasma!

2. During reheating by gravitational scattering!

3. At the end of inflation from change in 
background!



Results!



Results!
•  Isocurvature contraint for 

scalar PIMP:!

!
➡ Dominant (scalar) PIMP !
   contribution from condensate!
   formed during inflation!
!
➡ isocurvature pert.!

•  If formed out of radiation after!
    inflation!
!
➡ adiabatic pert.!



Results!

•  Current constraint from no 
observation of tensor modes!

•  Most optimistic future sensitivity!
!
!
•  Entire parameter space!
!
!
    can be probed in the future!
!

Minimal PIMP paradigm!



Results!

Comparison with axion DM!

•  Anthropic window of axion: !
possible connection to GUT or Planck scale!

➡ No tensor modes!!

•  Minimal PIMP paradigm!

➡ Tensor modes!!



Specific models!

KK-mode of graviton!

•  Z2   breaks KK-number but KK-parity is 
conserved!

•  Lightest KK-mode stable!

•  If lightest KK-mode is the graviton — it could be 
a PIMP!



Specific models!
Imbedding of PIMP in models of inflation!
•  Monodromy inflation:!

!
•  Higgs inflation!

!

High scale inflation and instantaneous reheating 
possible – works with all PIMP masses incl. GUT scale!

1.  Non-critical case:!

2.  Critical case:!
Large tensor-to-scalar ration possible with 
instantaneous reheating – works with GUT scale 
PIMP mass !



Other observables!

•  If stability of PIMP protected by discrete sym. like 
R parity or Z2 !

➡ Quantum grav./string theory breaks it through 
non-pert. grav. instanton effects!

➡ Decay rate suppressed by the Euclidian action!
!
!
➡ Flux of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays to be seen in 

observations?!
[AUGER, Telescope Array, JEM-EUSO or ARA]!



Other observables!

•  Very large mass and very early decoupling!

➡ Practically zero free-streaming length!

➡ Extremely cold and could form structures down to 
microphysical scales!

Coldest and darkest Dark Matter!



Charged PIMP!
work in progress!

Let the PIMP be a fermion charged under a U(1)!

•  Self-interacting dark matter (SIDM) can explain the 
small-scale structure tensions with CDM predictions !

•  This requires !

!

Works with the PIMP in lowest mass limit!

[Agrawal, Cyr-Racine, Randall and Scholtz, 16]!



Conclusions!

•  PIMP is a one parameter model of DM!

•  The minimal model connects with Planck/GUT scale 
physics!

•  Unlike axion in anthropic window, it requires observable 
tensors in the minimal paradigm!

•  Interesting phenomenology :!
★ Connection with inflation models in particular preheat/

reheating part!
★ Explicit models!
★ Non-Perturbative instanton induced decay!
★ Properties of structure formation!


